
Chapter 3371  

Fighting Qin Xiu 

Before Qin Xiu was able to go to Burning Red Sky, Han Sen and Wan’er’s bodies had completely 

combined to become a new person.The process of their two bodies merging seemed to be painful. They 

raised their heads and roared as it happened. Their bodies released scary powers that suddenly ripped 

space. They themselves went into space and disappeared. 

 

“Hm, where did they go?” Qin Xiu looked at Sky King with an unhappy gaze. He was more than glum. 

Sky King’s heart jumped. The spirit mirror began to display strange changes. They were no longer in 

Burning Red Sky. They were actually in another sky. 

He finally saw Han Sen, who had just combined with the woman. His body broke space and started to 

soar through many skies. He was racing through the 33 skies. 

The barriers that separated the 33 skies no longer seemed to exist. They were unable to stop the 

penetration of that scary body. 

Within a moment, Han Sen and Wan’er’s combined body came before the geno tablet of the 33 skies. 

He used his body to pass the 33rd sky. Even the leader in the 33rd sky could not do something like that. 

 

Qin Xiu was in front of the geno tablet. He looked at the transparent body that had been breaking 

through space to get there. He was trying to find out which of the two souls belonged to Wan’er. 

“Qin Xiu.” A transparent body came before Qin Xiu. It appeared and quickly disappeared. It was similar 

to a flickering light. It was like it was going to be extinguished yet remain gone forever. 

“Wan’er, please speak to me! It pains me to see you endure all this!” Qin Xiu looked at the body and 

asked, “Wan’er? Oh, Wan’er? Are you still there?” 

“I… I am…” The transparent body seemed to be wrestling with pain. It held its hair and roared. It was 

going crazy. It threw its fist into the sky. 

 

 

A transparent power exploded in the air. It turned into an invisible shockwave, and it was spreading 

everywhere. It was destroying everything, including the life souls. 

Sky King was the first to be affected by the power. With his nearly 100% Break World rate, not even he 

was able to withstand that power. His body was ripped to pieces. He was going to vanish alongside his 

soul. 

Boom! 



Qin Xiu stepped away. The black crystal armor swiftly clad him as he appeared before Sky King. A hand 

reached out. It was like an invisible wall was coming out of his hands to block the shockwave. 

Han Sen’s will started to control the combined body. He saw Qin Xiu and did not hesitate. He threw a 

punch forward. 

An invisible power teleported in front of Qin Xiu. The fist struck Qin Xiu’s black crystal armor, making his 

body slide away. 

Qin Xiu’s face changed. Ever since he had successfully controlled the black crystal armor, he had never 

been able to feel what it was like for a damaging power to touch him. The strength of Han Sen and 

Wan’er combined surprised him. 

Before Qin Xiu was able to do anything, Han Sen waved his hand and attacked. He felt as if his entire 

body was brimming with explosive power. It was like one punch was enough to break the sky and the 

earth. 

 

Qin Xiu froze. He moved his hand and blocked Han Sen’s own. 

Han Sen’s body was like a killing machine. He looked at Qin Xiu and used a crazy storm-style attack. 

Almost every part of his body could do incredible damage, including his finger, hand, fist, elbow, and 

knees. 

Any one of those attacks was able to destroy an average God Spirit elite, but these attacks were still able 

to be blocked by Qin Xiu’s hands. His hands were like a wall that was unable to be broken. No matter 

how strong Han Sen’s attacks were, they were insufficient in making him fall back. 

Qin Xiu, however, could only defend and not attack. Even so, it gave him the chance to watch Han Sen. 

Because his body was not entirely Han Sen since Wan’er was still somewhere inside, Qin Xiu did not 

want to attack. 

Han Sen, on the other hand, did not care. He felt his body power was exploding. He was like a volcano 

that could erupt at any second. If he did not release the power he had now, he felt as if he was going to 

blow up. 

Plus, he was starting to feel as if there was a power encouraging him. It made him really want to break 

the black crystal armor. It was like a moth drawn to a fire. 

Qin Xiu kept blocking Han Sen’s attacks and coldly said, “Han Sen, leave Wan’er’s body alone, and I will 

permit you to live.” 

Han Sen did not say anything in response. He felt as if the power that came from his body was enough to 

melt his own body. He had to keep going. He had to keep fighting so that he could release the power 

and make his body feel better. 

Pang! 

He landed another punch on Qin Xiu’s hand. This time, the power sent Qin Xiu back half a step. The 

black crystal armor developed a swirl on it. 



Qin Xiu frowned. The power of Han Sen and Wan’er combined was already greater than he expected it 

to be. 

When Han Sen attacked again, Qin Xiu moved. He evaded Han Sen’s fist and appeared behind him. He 

grabbed Han Sen by the neck with his arms. He used a scary power to immobilize Han Sen’s body. His 

foe was unable to move. 

Qin Xiu was behind Han Sen, coldly talking to him. “I demand that you leave Wan’er’s body now! This is 

the last chance I am willing to give you. Otherwise, I will end your life.” 

“Really?” Han Sen’s body flashed away. He vanished from the area, which resulted in Qin Xiu’s power 

being thrown wide. 

When Han Sen’s body appeared again, he was above Qin Xiu’s head. His legs were like a battleax striking 

down. 

Qin Xiu raised his hands to block Han Sen’s strike. A scary power created a swirl in space. The universal 

cogwheels were broken by the destruction. 

Han Sen’s body kept flickering. When he vanished, Qin Xiu’s power could no longer lock onto him. The 

two of them fought like mad. The 33 skies kept shaking. 

Aside from the geno tablet, there were no substances that could withstand their attacks. 

Han Sen knew Qin Xiu’s power was scary, but he did not expect him to be that terrifying. He and Wan’er 

had combined. The power that exploded was greater than what he had. Qin Xiu still seemed fine dealing 

with it though. 

Han Sen even found himself thinking that if it was not for Qin Xiu’s fear concerning Wan’er’s welfare, his 

situation would have been much worse. 

In fact, Han Sen did not know Qin Xiu was actually feeling more shocked than he was. 

Qin Xiu was strong, but the reason he was so strong was because of the black crystal armor. 

The combined body of Han Sen and Wan’er was just pure body power, and it was now fighting him. Qin 

Xiu understood that when he was at his strongest, he could not be like that. 

“This kind of body power is able to make the first step by using the body.” Qin Xiu’s eyes looked cold. 

If that power belonged to Wan’er, Qin Xiu was willing to give up. He would have done anything to help 

Qin Wan’er. 

Now, half of the power belonged to Han Sen, who had asserted control of the body. When Qin Xiu 

thought of that, his eyes turned even colder. 

Chapter 3372 Geno Prototype Armor 

Qin Xiu’s body was like a ghost. Han Sen’s attacks were like thunder. They created a storm all around. 

Even so, the rage was unable to move Qin Xiu.Since he was wrapped up by the black armor, it was like 

he was walking around extinguishing Han Sen’s attacks and rendering them absolutely futile.  



 

Although Han Sen moved his weird body to the max, he was unable to achieve breakthrough success. He 

was still unable to deal damage to Qin Xiu. 

Qin Xiu’s eyes looked frozen. The black crystal armor became smaller. His hands were thrust into the 

sky. The black crystal armor that wrapped up his fist started to produce a black halo. 

Pang! 

Han Sen emerged from the nothingness. He was punched in the chest. That punch made Han Sen 

stumble back, but he was not injured by it. 

Beneath the force of that punch, the black crystal armor that clad Qin Xiu’s fist actually cracked. It was 

like it had adopted a new life. It was becoming many black crystal shards. They locked onto Han Sen with 

the intent to pepper him with holes. Suddenly, Han Sen’s body was wrapped up by black crystal pieces. 

 

Han Sen wanted to rush out and escape the black crystal armor’s binding technique. Despite being a 

shadow, his body was unable to escape the black crystal armor’s trap. 

Qin Xiu looked at the prison armor and spoke to Han Sen. “It is pointless. This geno armor was created 

by a geno prototype. The gene messages of the entire world are in here. The power of the entire world 

resides within it. In this world, there exists no type of power that can prove a threat to it.” 

Han Sen did not believe what he was being told. He kept using his powers to try and escape. Despite the 

strength he exerted, the black crystal armor was unaffected. The power that was able to destroy the sky 

and the earth was just a wave upon a sea for the black crystal armor. 

It was the same black crystal armor, but Han Sen did not feel the black crystal armor was the same one 

he used to own. 

 

 

“Han Sen. Oh, Han Sen. Ever a pest, aren’t you? But aren’t I ever-gracious?” Qin Xiu coldly said, “I am 

going to make you that offer one more time, and I recommend that you take it. It is far greater than you 

deserve. Why don’t you remove yourself from your weird connection with Wan’er and let her body be 

free? Do that, and I can allow you to live.” 

“You think you know me, but I can assure you that you don’t. I have never accepted a life that is given 

through the mercy of others. I never have, and I never will.” Han Sen’s power kept exploding. His power 

was becoming stronger. The black crystal armor that wrapped him up became bigger, but it never fell 

away from him. 

Qin Xiu coldly said, “I have already told you that the geno prototype is the origin of the world. The 

power that exists in this world, no matter how much your power changes, comes from this. You cannot 

overcome this power. There are only two powers that can affect it. One power enables a reboot of the 

universe, which is something only a Reboot-class God Spirit can do. Even if your Break World rate 



reaches 100%, you cannot be a Reboot-class God Spirit and enable a universe reboot. Even if the 

universe reboots, you cannot break the geno prototype. There is a power inside it that transcends the 

world. It is something greater than the world. You need something greater than that to break the geno 

prototype. It is a shame no one possesses such a power.” 

Han Sen did not speak. He just wanted to madly explode his power. He felt his body surge with many 

powerful powers. For some reason, he could not express them. 

Qin Xiu saw that Han Sen was refusing to speak, so he started to look mean. He stopped talking. He put 

his hand on Han Sen’s head, which made the black crystal armor develop a black and weird light. 

Qin Xiu looked into Han Sen’s eyes and spoke each word sternly. “Leave Wan’er’s body. This is your last 

chance.” 

Only Han Sen’s power answered him. His black crystal armor was bloated. It made a “wa-la” sound. Even 

so, it still imprisoned his body. 

Qin Xiu did not speak. His eyes looked strange. The black crystal armor had a weird substance chain 

light. It made the black crystal armor, which was wrapping up Han Sen, start to flicker. 

 

The black crystal armor that wrapped up Han Sen became smaller. It trapped Han Sen’s body. It made 

Han Sen feel as if countless needles were pricking him deep within his nerves. It was like all these 

needles were madly sucking the substances out of him. 

“You used to have the geno prototype armor,” Qin Xiu coldly said. “It is such a shame you were never 

able to become its master. You will never know its true power. Let me show you its power now.” 

Han Sen finally spoke. “No matter how grand this geno prototype armor is, it is not your work. How can 

you speak so boisterously?” 

Qin Xiu coldly laughed. “It looks like you already know where this geno prototype armor comes from. 

Yes, this geno prototype armor belonged to the God Chaos Party’s old leader. It is the greatest armor to 

ever exist in the entire universe. With this armor, the God Chaos Party Leader was able to battle the 

geno hall. It could have even allowed him to be above the geno hall.” 

“God Chaos Party Leader depended on the geno tablet,” Han Sen said. 

“It looks like what you truly know is quite limited,” Qin Xiu said. “The geno tablet is an item designed to 

replace the geno hall. It is powerful, but it was never meant to be used by one person. It was a tool used 

to control the main and reverse universes. It is a sign of power.” 

“I see.” Han Sen felt the power in his body be taken by the black crystal armor. This kind of action did 

not actually drain his power. It made him feel how strong his body was. 

After the power was sucked away, it made the power inside his body become vast. It was sort of like an 

endless sea. 

Qin Xiu’s body of black crystal armor flickered with the lights of a mysterious spell. The spell kept 

appearing like countless codes flickering. Qin Xiu’s eyes looked very evil. 



He wanted to steal Han Sen’s gene message and remove it from his body. That way, only Wan’er would 

remain. 

This was the black crystal armor’s unique power. Aside from the black crystal armor, there was no other 

power that could analyze the gene messages of creatures. Only the black crystal armor could do this. 

After Qin Xiu took Han Sen’s gene messages, the power of the black crystal armor kept calculating. It did 

not stop. 

“How is that possible?” Qin Xiu was shocked. 

The geno prototype armor was a gene base for the universe. Even the genes of spirits resided within it. 

It could not just analyze the gene message of a creature. Even the whole evolution of a race could be 

seen by it. 

Now, the geno prototype armor was still madly analyzing. It was like Han Sen had too many body 

messages. It was going to be overloaded. They still could not analyze things. 

“What is wrong with this body? Why has such a scary gene been created through the combination of 

Han Sen and Wan’er’s body?” Qin Xiu looked at the trapped Han Sen with conflicted emotions. 

Chapter 3373 Accidents Happen 

Qin Xiu started to frown. His face looked miserable. As he did so, he felt something stir and jump in the 

middle of his soul. By all accounts, it made Qin Xiu’s face look even more unpleasant.“Damn it!” The 

black crystal armor on Qin Xiu’s body was madly spinning. It was uncontrollable. 

 

Katcha! 

There were cracks all over Han Sen’s armor. Within them, a familiar power existed. 

“It is her!” Han Sen was able to sense what that familiar power was. It was the presence he experienced 

when he had the geno prototype armor. 

When that will went to Han Sen’s black crystal armor, the black crystal armor that surrounded Han Sen 

kept exuding a weird sort of power. It turned into something that could help Han Sen. 

Han Sen was very happy about this. He quickly gathered power and threw a punch at Qin Xiu ahead of 

him. 

 

Qin Xiu accepted the strike, which sent his body flying through the air and into space. His body flew back 

400 miles before starting it started to descend. 

Qin Xiu froze. He looked at Han Sen with a look of disbelief. Rather, he was not even really looking at 

Han Sen. He was looking at the black crystal armor Han Sen was wearing. 

“Chaos, did you give up fighting me with the geno prototype for him?” Qin Xiu looked shocked as he 

stopped all movements. He started to look mad. He stared at Han Sen and the black crystal armor. 



Han Sen’s black crystal armor disassembled. After it fell off of him, it recomposed itself. It rebuilt itself as 

a bodiless black crystal armor that seemed more fitting for a woman. The black crystal armor was now 

the same as the one Han Sen knew in the beginning, except the armor now looked livelier. 

 

 

The woman in the black crystal armor looked at Qin Xiu and said, “Oh, you are the worst villain I have 

ever had the displeasure of dealing with. Your actions never make any sense, and you just force your 

way into places you shouldn’t belong, raising the stupid stakes. After everything, now you’re just 

moaning and moaning. Why are you moaning? Isn’t this what you wanted? Haven’t you always wanted 

this and everything going on in this place? Well, now you have it.” 

After that, the woman in the black crystal armor looked at Han Sen and commented, “Han Sen, would 

you look at that? We meet again.” 

“Are you the leader of the God Chaos Party?” Although Han Sen already knew her identity, he still asked 

the question. 

“I am Chaos,” she said. “You have my will. You have seen the remnant of my soul. You should already 

know me.” 

Han Sen wished to say something. Before he could, Chaos went on to say, “Now is not the time for talk. 

You and I should kill him now. If we do this now, it will be the best chance we have.” 

Before Han Sen said anything, Qin Xiu was already coldly saying, “Chaos, you relinquished your control 

of the geno prototype. Do you really think you can beat me with your measly amount of power?” 

“I can’t, but together we can,” Chaos said. Her body went to Han Sen. The black crystal armor wrapped 

up Han Sen’s body. 

As the black crystal armor wrapped up Han Sen, Chaos’ voice was in Han Sen’s brain. “Let me handle 

your body. This body has an incredible amount of power. With my control power, along with using this 

body, we can kill Qin Xiu, who has the geno prototype armor. That way, we can prevent the need for 

Bao’er to fight him.” 

 

“Sure. What do you need me to do?” Han Sen had no doubts about letting Chaos do what was needed 

to protect Bao’er. 

“Just let your body go. Allow me to control all of this.” Chaos’s voice echoed through Han Sen’s brain 

again. Han Sen’s body madly shook. It combined with the black crystal armor. 

The black armor suddenly looked transparent like Han Sen’s body did. It was like a diamond glowing 

with a god light. 

Han Sen felt his will clearly. He could control his body, but his body was also being controlled by a 

different will. That felt particularly amazing. 



It was like playing a video game when one used two controllers to control one character. Even so, it was 

a bit different from that. Han Sen was not controlling anything, but he felt everything the body was 

feeling. 

Qin Xiu seemed to sense he was now a major threat. He looked very serious. The black crystal armor’s 

power started to spin and push his power to the max. 

“Ah, Chaos. Tut-tut-tut, Chaos. You silly, silly girl. You naughty, naughty girl. You always were bold, but I 

fear I have always held you in higher regard than you deserve. It turns out you are pretty naïve if you 

think that petty body has what it takes to defeat me and the geno prototype I look awesome wearing.” 

Qin Xiu’s body grew stronger. Space around was affected by his power, and it all started to twist. 

Countless weird scenes were around him, creating something like a mirage. 

Chaos coldly said, “You are the naive one. I created the geno prototype armor. No one can understand it 

more than I, but you do not know how scary this body is.” 

“So, what? Even if your body is really strong, do you really think he can break through the last stage?” 

Qin Xiu looked at her with disdain. 

“Everything is possible,” Chaos coldly said. She then stepped forward. 

Her step made it seem like the whole world was following her feet. That transparent power was going 

for Qin Xiu. 

“You created the geno prototype armor, but there is only one person who can push its power to the 

max. That person is me.” Qin Xiu looked cold. He did not falter or take a step back. His body surged with 

an incredible black power. 

The two powers collided in the 33rd sky. The whole of the 33rd sky became a half-black and a half-

transparent weird world. 

“You are right,” Chaos said. “Only you can push the power of the geno prototype armor to the max, but 

it is a shame you have not achieved that yet. You have the geno prototype armor, but your body is not 

Reboot class yet. You yourself have not made that last step. So, today, you will only die. You will not be 

reincarnated.” She took another step forward. 

Katcha! 

The half-black world started to collapse and break when Chaos stepped forward. 

Chaos kept walking toward Qin Xiu. With every step she took, the black power collapsed a lot. Qin Xiu’s 

power kept exploding, but he could not prevent Chaos from walking forward. 

“How is that possible? Is there a body that can take such steps?” Qin Xiu’s face started to change, but he 

suddenly smiled again. He said to himself, “It is no wonder this is Wan’er.” 

“Qin Xiu, die!” Chaos was not going to permit Qin Xiu to have another chance. She stepped forward. All 

of the dark power collapsed. Qin Xiu’s black crystal armor displayed many cracks. It looked like it could 

collapse at any second. Chaos’s fist was being thrust toward Qin Xiu’s skull. 



It felt like the whole world relied on that one punch. It carried an incredible power. 

Qin Xiu was suppressed by the power of the whole world, but his body was still standing very straight. 

He had no fear. He smiled and closed his eyes. “Chaos, to be able to kill me, it won’t be you. Only 

Wan’er can kill me in this world. I owe her that much.” 

“Just die already!” Chaos did not move. The punch was still madly going toward him. 

Bzzt! 

When Chaos’s punch was about to hit Qin Xiu’s head, it suddenly stopped. Chaos’s body started to 

shake. 

“Oh, no!” Han Sen sensed what was going on. 

It was Wan’er’s will. The body did not just belong to Han Sen. It belonged to Wan’er too, who was Qin 

Xiu’s little sister. This girl had given up so much for Qin Xiu, so she was not going to let her body be the 

one to kill Qin Xiu. 

Chapter 3374 Almost Died 

 

  

Pang! 

Following the strong will, Han Sen’s body started to dissolve. 

Han Sen, Wan’er, and Chaos split into three separate entities. They all flew in different directions. 

The scary power suddenly vanished. Qin Xiu looked cold. The black crystal armor started again. It was 

like a devil in front of Han Sen aiming at his forehead. 

Han Sen still kept his pure spirit body mode engaged. His heart jumped. He wanted to break the rules of 

the universe and reduce the restrictions. 

 

Unfortunately, the black crystal armor’s power could control a pure spirit body. The whole of space was 

not trapped. Han Sen’s spirit body was unable to leave. 

He knew this was a life-or-death moment. Without hesitation, Han Sen gnashed his teeth and exited his 

pure spirit mode. His xenogeneic battle body madly exploded with power. The Dongxuan Armor 

wrapped up his body. The Story of Genes broke the world and created a white flame that hastily 

wreathed his body. 

The Blood-Pulse Sutra boiled in his blood. Jadeskin unleashed its frosting chill. Han Sen gunned his 

power to the max and threw a punch at Qin Xiu’s finger. 

The finger touched down on the tip of his finger. It led to Han Sen being petrified. His power was 

uncontrollably going forth to strike Qin Xiu. 



 

 

Qin Xiu looked at Han Sen coldly, “I already told you that the geno prototype armor is an origin point of 

the whole universe. No matter how much you change it, for as long as it is in the rules of the universe, 

you will be restricted by the geno prototype armor. If I want you to live, you will live. If I want to see you 

die, you will die.” 

Even though Qin Xiu said that, he didn’t have to. Han Sen knew it all too well. He used to have a geno 

prototype armor. He used the geno prototype armor to evolve creatures and beast souls. It did not cost 

him any energy to do that either. 

Now that he thought about it some more, if it was not the universe’s origin that could wrap up every 

gene message in the universe. He could not have done that. 

While Han Sen was staring down this immense power, it was very hard for him to deal with it. 

“If you want to suck it, I will let you suck it.” Han Sen did not fall back. Instead, he moved forward. His 

long hair was flying. His entire battle body went mad. He absorbed his power, trying to shake Qin Xiu 

away. 

The black crystal armor’s spells were floating. No matter how powerful Han Sen’s strength was, it was 

going to be absorbed by the black crystal armor. The stronger Han Sen became, the stronger the black 

crystal armor would become. 

The black crystal armor was like a monster that could keep on evolving. Any power that landed on it 

would be nutritious, and it would work to make it bigger. 

Han Sen’s power did not harm him. All he could achieve was making the black crystal armor stronger, 

lending aid to Qin Xiu. 

 

Even though this occurred in a single, small moment in time, Han Sen felt his body become empty. It was 

like he was going to be sucked dry. 

Qin Xiu said, “For you to be able to evolve to this level, I have to confess that you aren’t all that bad. 

Considering the fact that you looked after Wan’er for me in the past, I will give you the ability to 

reincarnate. Next time, don’t make yourself my enemy. He then raised his other hand. It turned into a 

fist. He aimed at Han Sen’s head as he launched it. 

“No!” Suddenly, there was a scream. A person had managed to rush there and shield Han Sen. It was 

Wan’er, who had been separated from Han Sen. 

Wan’er’s body was looking very clear. It was starting to go back to black. It was clearly the Witch 

Wan’er’s will that was suppressing Qin Wan’er’s will. It was taking over and becoming the primary. 

“Brother Qin Xiu, I beg you. Please, do not hurt Big Brother. Let him go. If you do not like it so much, I 

will make sure I never see him again.” Wan’er was in front of Han Sen. She kept begging. 



Upon seeing all the tears roll down Wan’er’s cheeks, Qin Xiu lowered his fist. He suddenly looked rather 

soft. He stroked Wan’er’s hair and said, “Wan’er, if you like him so much, I would do anything for you.” 

After that, Qin Xiu put back the finger that was against Han Sen’s fist. He held Wan’er’s waist. He took 

her with him and fled. 

“Brother Qin Xiu, I thank you. I will listen to you from now on,” Wan’er said. She went back to Han Sen 

and shouted, “Quick! Leave! Leave and never come back!” 

Qin Xiu softly pulled Wan’er away with him as he said, “Let’s go, Wan’er.” 

When Wan’er turned back, Qin Xiu’s other hand cast a silent power. He had collected it for so long, but 

he suddenly launched a fist toward Han Sen, who was now in the air. 

Han Sen was not as naive as Wan’er. He knew Qin Xiu was not going to just let him go. He saw that 

beam of light, which was made of countless black spells, come silently for him. He had to gnash his teeth 

and explode the leftover power he had in the welcome of the nasty light. 

The silent power exploded in the air. The whole world looked as if it had been disturbed by that 

mysterious power. 

Wan’er was being held by Qin Xiu, but she moved. She was not able to feel the power floating. She did 

not realize the disaster that was happening behind her. Qin Xiu quickly took her out of the 33rd sky. 

Katcha! Katcha! 

Han Sen’s Dongxuan Armor was starting to crack under the duress of that scary power. His muscles and 

bones were being torn apart. His powerful xenogeneic battle body could not withstand the scary attack. 

A black light came from space. It was the black crystal armor Chaos had. It suddenly clad Han Sen’s body 

with a strange type of power that fought back the scary power alongside Han Sen. 

Chaos herself was just a spirit, and she had given up the geno prototype armor. She did not have much 

power, and Han Sen was weak. With the two of their powers, they could not block the scary attacks. 

All the bones in Han Sen’s body were moaning and crying. The black crystal armor started to crack more 

and more. It seemed as if it was going to break. 

“I am going to die.” Han Sen felt his body break. He roared and adopted his Super God Spirit body’s 

Break World shape to try and survive the onslaught. 

He suddenly felt a power inside his body. That power was very weird. He suddenly reversed everything. 

Qin Xiu’s scary attack suddenly became a nice beam of light. 

“Ultimate Egg!” Han Sen felt some sort of power inside him. 

The Ultimate Egg had not moved for a long time. Han Sen thought he had refined it already. Now, he 

was able to notice the Ultimate Egg was still in his body. It was spinning fast, unleashing a weird sort of 

power. 

“Is that thing inside you? You are lucky. Let us escape now!” Chaos was surprised by this too, but she still 

hurried Han Sen to leave. 



Han Sen did not dare hesitate. He dragged his weakened body to employ the Super God Spirit mode, 

break the world, and leave the 33 skies. 

“He had the Ultimate Egg.” Qin Xiu frowned. Looking back in the 33rd sky’s direction, Qin Xiu was not 

looking too well. Seeing Wan’er hold his arm, the corners of his eyes trembled. He gave up on going 

back to the 33rd sky. 

“The geno prototype armor is mine now. I will be able to kill them whenever. They can live for a few 

more days.” Qin Xiu looked calm, but he still sent a message. 

The scary creatures that obeyed Qin Xiu received Qin Xiu’s messages. They went on the move. 

Chapter 3375 Flying Out of the Sky 

Han Sen was forced to break his way out of the 33 skies. He used his identity as the leader of the 

Burning Red Sky to return to Burning Red Sky.  

 

“Dad!” Bao’er saw Han Sen and immediately ran up to him. 

“Bao’er, let’s go.” Han Sen picked up Bao’er and readied himself to leave Burning Red Sky. Before they 

could leave, many space tunnels opened in Burning Red Sky. They looked similar to black holes. Many 

scary creatures were coming through the black holes. 

“Han Sen, we meet again.” A weird voice sounded. Han Sen saw Shoot Shadow of the God Chaos Party 

emerge from a black hole. The people accompanying him a few of God Chaos Party’s elders. One of 

them was Rocky Dee, with whom Han Sen was already quite familiar. 

Han Sen ignored Shoot Shadow’s presence. He grabbed Bao’er and used his identity as the Burning Red 

Sky’s leader to leave Burning Red Sky. He soon heard a scary beast make a roaring noise. The whole of 

Burning Red Sky started to shake and shiver. Space seemed all wrong. Han Sen was unable to leave 

Burning Red Sky. A Break World beast that looked like a real dragon entered the place from a warp in 

space. Wherever it went, space was twisted. Its giant body appeared in Burning Red Sky. Its presence 

affected the entire space of Burning Red Sky, trapping it and everything else in there. 

“Han Sen, you should just die. You have been able to prompt the whole God Chaos Party to send out this 

many elites, so be proud. Your death will be a noble one.” Shoot Shadow looked at Han Sen with an 

expression of pride smearing his face. 

 

“I might not be the one that ends up dead,” Han Sen said while putting Bao’er down. 

“If it isn’t you, are you suggesting it will be me?” Shoot Shadow laughed as if it was a funny joke. 

“Yes, it will be you.” Shoot Shadow had only just finished speaking when he heard a cold sound come 

from behind. 

Shoot Shadow obviously wanted to turn around and see who it was, but a paper knife came swinging 

down. His vision started to roll as his head flew into the sky. His dead face had an expression of disbelief. 



 

 

The other God Chaos Party elders looked shocked. They saw Rocky Dee murder Shoot Shadow. 

“Mister, allow me to handle this. Han Sen, you take the master ahead and leave first.” Rocky Dee put his 

right hand against his chest as he bowed before Han Sen. He then turned around and faced all the 

creatures with his paper knife. 

Han Sen knew Rocky Dee was not bowing to him. It was the black crystal armor he had on. He was 

bowing to the leader of the God Chaos Party. 

He knew Rocky Dee would probably end up dead, but Han Sen was in a weakened condition. Even if he 

fought alongside Rocky Dee, he would probably end up dying with him. 

Han Sen did not say anything. He picked up Bao’er and used the last of his power to break space and 

leave. 

The scary Break World beast that looked like a real dragon roared. It was trying to consume Han Sen. 

Almost at the same time, many Break World beasts rushed there too. 

Rocky Dee’s eyes looked cold. His hands opened. Paper appeared like snowflakes. His 10 fingers became 

pairs of scissors. They crossed each other. The paper looked like a blizzard as he made loads many 

silhouettes. 

 

The silhouettes turned into many scary creatures that could battle with the Break World beasts. They 

blocked most of the advancing Break World beasts. 

A God Chaos Party elder coldly questioned Rocky Dee. “Rocky Dee, how dare you become an enemy of 

the leader! Do you even know what you are doing?” 

Rocky Dee’s lips were crooked at a very disdainful angle. In his eyes, there was only one leader for the 

God Chaos Party—Chaos. 

After that, Rocky Dee swung his paper knife and went straight to the Break World beasts that were 

rushing in like a mad tide. 

“If you want to die, I cannot help you.” The God Chaos Party elder looked cold as he waved his hands. 

Many more Break World beasts came charging at Rocky Dee. 

Han Sen gnashed his teeth. He did not look at the fight that was behind him. Even though he did not 

look back, he could imagine what it looked like. 

“Out of the way!” Han Sen gathered the last of his strength to throw a punch at the real dragon-looking 

Break World beast. With the skills of his Super Spank, a powerful power broke the Break World beast’s 

massive body. His punch punctured the fiend and created a big and bloody hole in its chest. 

Han Sen used that impact crater to cut through the Break World beast’s body and escape the 33 skies. 



Sky King was helping Qin Xiu, who was a son of the 33 skies. The 33 skies were no longer a safe place for 

Han Sen to be in. He would only be able to survive if he got out of the 33 skies. 

Before Han Sen was able to get out of Burning Red Sky, a body suddenly blocked his way. 

“I am one of the four kings of the God Chaos Party, Itchy! I will be taking your life.” The shadow came 

before him. Time felt as if it stopped before that man. 

Han Sen shockingly noticed his body seemed to be moving despite nothing around him changing. It was 

like all of space was frozen around him. 

The voice of Chaos started to speak in Han Sen’s mind. “That is a time element Break World creature. Its 

Break World rate is almost 100%. Only by using a geno prototype armor can you make a Break World 

creature like that.” 

Han Sen felt glum. His power was almost all drained. He did not have the juice needed to deal with a 

top-class Break World beast. 

“Time is like my needle,” Itchy coldly said. “Thousands of years of time reside in my fingers. Your time in 

existence will be erased by my hands. You will vanish from the river of time.” 

He waved his fingers. 

Han Sen felt as if time around him was freezing. It was as if he had fallen into a place where time did not 

advance, and everything remained still. 

Suddenly, Han Sen felt space become lively again. Things started to move. 

“What is going on?” Han Sen was shocked. He suddenly heard a voice. 

“Do you want to play with time? You are very far from being able to! Before me, no one else can control 

time!” A long shadow appeared out of the river of time. 

It seemed very slow, but it was very fast. The shadow walked past Han Sen. Wherever she went, the 

frozen time returned to its ordinary flow. It was like a river of ice was being melted. 

“Moment God!” Han Sen looked at the proud shadow. He was shocked. 

This Moment God was not the one in the God of Wealth Temple. This was the Moment God that was 

one of the 12 Annihilation-class God Spirits. Han Sen would have never guessed that Moment God 

would show up now, seemingly with a desire to aid him. 

“What are you looking at? Do you want me to throw you into an endless time loop?” Moment God did 

not look back or look at Han Sen. 

“Thank you.” Han Sen did not know why Moment God had shown up to help him, but now was not the 

time to talk. He picked Bao’er up and left. 

“Stop!” Itchy looked dim. He wanted to stop Han Sen. When he moved, Moment God stopped him. 

“Do not die yet,” Moment God said. “I am the one that is supposed to kill you.” 

Chapter 3376 The Story of Genes Real Creator 



Han Sen was finally able to escape the Burning Red Sky. Outside the 33 skies, even more beasts were 

coming. They were like a tide consuming all of space.  

 

Suddenly, the whole place was very bright. A sharp light lit up the entire universe. Within its brightest 

part, one was not able to see anything. 

“I am in the light looking for darkness. Under the holiness, things might be dirty. Perhaps that is the final 

compromise.” Within the light, a goddess revealed herself. She was shining a trail through the stars. 

“Light Goddess!” Han Sen was shocked by her sudden appearance. He was already still reeling from the 

surprise of Moment God coming to help him. He did not expect Light Goddess would also appear. 

“Now, watch my amazing attempt at humor. For I want you to start calling me Dark Goddess.” Light 

Goddess displayed an evil smile. She was glowing. Suddenly, all that was bright went dark. The entire 

world was plunged into darkness. 

“Without the dark, there can be no light. If you follow the light, you will be led to where you want to 

go.” As he heard the voice of Light Goddess, Han Sen knew he had a spirit light for guidance. He listened 

to Light Goddess’s voice and went to the light. 

 

The whole world was dark. The Break World beasts that looked like a tide could not see where Han Sen 

was. They were like headless flies hitting each other. They were even going so far as to kill each other. 

“Light Goddess, save your game! In front of me, your light world is useless.” A mean voice emerged from 

the black, tinting the void. 

It was a red, Kirin-like gene race. Its body was wreathed by a red light. Wherever it went, everything was 

dyed red. 

The Break World beasts in the dark could not see anything before, but they could now see that which 

was colored red. It was not like a real graphic, but it enabled them to find out just where Han Sen was. 

 

 

“Shock… wave…” Before Han Sen could react, a giant-looking strong body was standing behind him. A 

godly voice came down, punching into space. 

The whole of space felt as if it had been rocked by a tsunami. The group of Break World beasts was 

punched. They flew into space. Suddenly, the entire area became one huge vacuum zone. 

“Crazy Battle God.” Han Sen recognized the God Spirit’s shadow. It was one of the 12 Annihilation-class 

God Spirits called Crazy Battle God. 

“Go!” Crazy Battle God did not look back. His strong body was like a big wall blocking the Break World 

beasts that came. Roaring sounds were heard all over the place. 



“Thanks.” Han Sen did not know why the God Spirits were all deciding to help him, but there was no 

time left to waste. He bid his thanks and flew away. 

“I would not advise you to get ahead of yourself. Do not think too much about what we are doing here 

today. It will only disappoint you. Why? Well, for one, we are not here to save you.” A cold voice was 

heard. Empty God appeared behind Han Sen. He was holding a golden arrow in space. 

If he did not have the golden arrow, Han Sen’s spine would have been severed. 

Han Sen developed a wry smile as he shook his head. He broke space and kept on going until he was 

finally away from the crowd of Break World beasts. The 33 skies were in chaos. 

 

Han Sen could see six Annihilation-class main gods do battle with the Break World beasts. 

A voice sounded in Han Sen’s head. “Go! Bao’er’s body has her father’s blood. Even half of the geno 

hall’s blood will permit Bao’er to fall into Qin Xiu’s hands. By doing that, Qin Xiu will stir, wake up, and 

come to understand Bao’er’s true identity. We should just leave.” 

“Do you mind telling me where we’re going after we leave?” Han Sen asked. 

With Qin Xiu’s power being what it was, he could not think of a place to hide. Qin Xiu would want to kill 

him. 

“The sanctuaries,” Chaos said. “By going to the sanctuaries, we will be able to buy ourselves some time. 

Qin Xiu is already in control of the geno prototype armor, but his body has not been rebooted yet. 

Before that happens, he does not have the power to make the last step.” 

“This whole last step thing has been mentioned more than a few times,” Han Sen said. “It would be nice 

if someone took the time out to explain what it is to me. Can you tell me what the last step is?” 

“Now is not the time to talk,” Chaos said. “Right now, we should just go to the sanctuaries in case Qin 

Xiu finds out about Bao’er.” 

Han Sen had to take Bao’er back to the sanctuaries. The two universes had been fighting for so long, but 

peace had been able to prosper in the sanctuaries. There was wind there, and there was sunshine there. 

It was like nothing had happened. 

Han Sen used Galaxy Teleportation and returned to his home in the Alliance. He sat his butt down and 

did not want to get up ever again. 

He had spent too much power had. In the end, he risked his life to use Galaxy Teleportation. 

Bao’er stood next to Han Sen. Her big eyes stared at his black crystal armor. 

Katcha! 

The black crystal armor broke. It fell away from Han Sen to recompose itself in the shape of a woman’s 

set of armor. She proceeded to touch Bao’er on the head. 

Bao’er was confused, but she did not avoid her. 



“Chaos, what is going on?” Han Sen sat on the floor, gasping. 

Chaos shrugged with her shoulders and said, “Nothing. I did something. Qin Xiu knows and should be 

called Human Alpha. Something has made him really mad. He is so mad that he will want to kill Bao’er 

and not just me.” 

Han Sen looked at Chaos with a conflicted look. He did not know what Chaos did to Human Alpha to 

make him reincarnate many times yet still go on with the desire for killing her daughter. 

Killing people’s children was not something beyond Qin Xiu’s capacity for evil. If it was not entirely 

necessary, Qin Xiu might not go through with it. 

“Do not look at me like that. It is not solely my fault. Back in the day, Bao’er’s father…” Chaos seemed to 

know she had exposed a buried secret. She changed the subject by saying, “You just need to know that 

Qin Xiu will not let Bao’er go. You and Wan’er combined can defeat Qin Xiu while he has not completed 

the final step, but Wan’er has a strong connection with Qin Xiu. Using her to break Qin Xiu seems like it 

would be impossible. Before that can happen, Qin Xiu will not give you another chance.” 

“In that case, what do you think we should do next?” Han Sen asked. 

“It depends entirely on Bao’er. Only she can beat Qin Xiu now.” Chaos looked lovingly at Bao’er and 

touched her head again. She seemed rather sad. 

“The chance you speak of cannot be the gourd seed, can it?” Han Sen asked with a weird look. 

Chaos laughed. “That was not a gourd seed. That was the super gene seed me and Bao’er’s dad 

researched. It was only half-finished. It was never completed, but don’t worry. Bao’er has the genes of 

me and her father. With her genes, the ability to make a super gene seed is hers. It can be made, 

assuming we have enough time. When Qin Xiu makes the final step, Bao’er can fight him.” 

“Aside from doing that, is there no other way?” Han Sen did not want such an important responsibility 

to fall to Bao’er. 

Chaos sighed. “Even if there is only a one in 10,000 chance of pulling this off, I would rather opt to take 

it than let Bao’er risk her life. Qin Xiu is special, but I know for sure only Bao’er is capable of defeating 

him.” 

After that, Chaos looked at Han Sen. She seemed to understand his will. She shook her head. “There is 

no need to be cross. I am just saying this. After all, you should know how scary Qin Xiu is by now. You 

practiced The Story of Genes too. That was the first life of Qin Xiu, and it was made by Human Alpha.” 

“What? The Story of Genes was made by Qin Xiu?” Han Sen’s eyes opened wide. He looked at Chaos in 

utter disbelief. One could have squeezed an egg into his mouth. 

Chapter 3377 God Descends 

“Human Alpha was very proud back in the day. He wanted to use his body to accomplish that final step, 

so that was why he created The Story of Genes.” Chaos laughed and went on to say, “It is a shame that 

The Story of Genes was just a theory. It did not actually happen. No one was able to practice it. Not even 

Human Alpha himself.”  



 

“Through the aid of the geno prototype’s armor, wasn’t I able to practice with The Story of Genes?” Han 

Sen asked because he was curious about it. 

Chaos shook her head. “The Story of Genes includes a line of every gene in the universe. My geno 

prototype’s power was able to make your body’s requirement sufficient enough to practice The Story of 

Genes, but that was just at the lowest possible requirement. The Story of Genes still requires your own 

genes when it comes to making the final step. That doesn’t just apply to you. Even Qin Xiu, who has the 

geno prototype armor, cannot do it.” 

“Fine. It is almost time. We must hurry up and help Bao’er combine with the super gene seed. I am going 

to need your help.” Chaos pointed at Han Sen’s chest and said, “Your body has half of the super gene, so 

it should be able to help Bao’er. 

“Do you mean the Ultimate Egg?” Han Sen was shocked. He now understood what Chaos meant. 

“That is not an Ultimate Egg,” Chaos said. “It is a product of me and Bao’er’s father’s genes. The two of 

our genes combined to form this super gene’s half-completion with the knowledge that it could be used 

to suppress Human Alpha. Back in the day, it was a half-complete super gene, but there were too many 

flaws. There was no effective way of improving it. Using it to help Bao’er evolve her own super gene 

seed should be fine.” 

 

“Are you saying this Ultimate Egg is for suppressing Human Alpha?” Han Sen asked. “From what I know, 

the Ultimate Egg belonged to the Wu Wei Dao Alpha.” 

“The Wu Wei Dao Alpha you mention is the after-life of the Human Alpha,” Chaos said with certainty. “It 

was the life in which the Ultimate Egg became free. If I have guessed correctly, after the Wu Wei Dao 

Alpha was reborn, Qin Xiu came into existence.” 

Han Sen knew for sure that Human Alpha, the Wu Wei Dao Alpha, and Qin Xiu were the same person. 

It was kind of funny that Qin Xiu was the Wu Wei Dao Alpha, but the Qin Kingdom was a kingdom that 

did not support the Wu Wei Dao Palace. 

 

 

Chaos was not in much of a mood to explain too many things. She just went ahead to try and teach 

Bao’er how to use the super gene seed. It was the gourd vine. 

In fact, only Bao’er was able to use that gourd vine. When her genes grew up with the gourd vines, the 

gourd vines hurried the evolution of Bao’er’s genes. 

The two of them helped out each other. They both required each other. 



Chaos helped Han Sen recover quickly. She then taught him a way to control the Ultimate Egg. She let 

Han Sen control the Ultimate Egg. When Han Sen was able to control the Ultimate Egg, he was able to 

use the Ultimate Egg to recharge Bao’er’s power. 

Controlling the Ultimate Egg was not easy. Although the Ultimate Egg was just a failed result of making 

the super genes, its power was already fairly close. 

Han Sen tried it many times, but he was only able to learn a bit of skill through it. Every day, he used the 

Ultimate Egg’s power to rinse Bao’er, hoping Bao’er and the gourd would be able to evolve faster. 

After the fighting in the 33 skies, Qin Xiu did not show up again. The God Chaos Party’s battle with the 

God Spirits had only just begun, and the 33 skies were to be used as a battleground. Many God Chaos 

Party Break World beasts battled the God Spirits for a leadership position. 

In the 33 skies, 23 of the skies had a master. God Chaos Party had one-third of them while the God 

Spirits managed to claim another one-third for themselves. The last one-third was taken by other 

powerful creatures. 

 

The geno universe and universe of kingdoms were both in chaos. Break World beasts were everywhere. 

Many elites had been created. 

That was especially true in Space Garden. Many humans, spirits, and creatures were able to break the 

world. Even in the middle of that chaotic environment, humans were still able to adapt, overcome, and 

keep a hold of their Space Garden home. 

Han Sen was in Space Garden. He killed a Break World beast and put a Break World gene in his belly. 

“Break World genes plus one.” 

Han Sen’s Break World genes tally had reached 97 or something. Recently, killing Break World beasts to 

earn Break World genes had become very difficult. Eating one Break World gene was only able to 

increase his Break World gene tally by one. 

Even so, there were too many Break World beasts. Han Sen’s Break World genes had almost managed to 

max out by this point. 

Recently, Qin Xiu had not been all that active. So, Han Sen rinsed Bao’er every day before going into the 

geno universe to hunt more Break World beasts. Although Chaos said only Bao’er was the one who 

could fight Qin Xiu, Han Sen did not agree with that belief. If it was possible, he did not want Bao’er to 

be the one at risk. He did not think it was right to put so many responsibilities on one child. 

“The Story of Genes, Jadeskin, Dongxuan Sutra, Blood-Pulse Sutra…” While Han Sen was resting, he 

thought about all these skills all over again. 

“The geno prototype armor has a power that stems from the origin of the universe. All the gene lines 

are in there. No matter how strong my power is, it still comes from somewhere in the universe’s base. I 

will not be able to break the geno prototype’s armor. So, how do I break through and gain a power that 

resides outside existence as we know it?” Han Sen had been thinking about this issue a lot. 



Han Sen knew that this would not be easy. The Ultimate Egg was such a massive power, but it had failed 

to ascend and go beyond the rules. It was a failure. 

Qin Xiu was very strong, yet he failed to make the last step. In the end, he was going to use the geno 

prototype armor to do it. 

Bao’er had the God Chaos Party Leader and the last good gene from the God Hall Leader, but she still 

needed to combine with the super gene seed to make the final step. 

“Does this mean there is no way to use your own power for making that last step?” Han Sen asked 

himself. 

“When I and Wan’er combined, I did feel that restriction. Now, Wan’er is gone, but my power might not 

have to go through the next step.” Han Sen was not someone who gave up easily. Although many 

people had told him Bao’er was the only one able to make the final step, he did not want to give up. He 

did not want to wait for Bao’er to solve the issue. 

While Han Sen was thinking, a shadow was approaching. It was the Geno Hall Leader, God. 

“You look like you are in trouble,” God said with a laugh. 

“Thank you for saving us.” Han Sen knew Moment God and the others most likely joined because of him. 

God shook his head. “I did not do that for you. I am merely saving myself. If Qin Xiu killed Bao’er, then 

no one in this world would be able to stand against him.” 

“Han Sen looked at God and asked, “Including you?” 

God seriously said, “Yes. Including me.” 

“Is Qin Xiu really that strong? Can’t a Reboot power stop him?” Han Sen asked with a frown. 

Of course, the God Chaos Party Leader was very strong, but she would still have to fall to the whims of 

the rebooting powers. Why could it not be used against Qin Xiu? It was something that confused Han 

Sen. 

“Did Chaos not tell you that Qin Xiu has the genes of a Reboot-class God Spirit?” What God said 

surprised Han Sen. 

Chapter 3378 Accident? 

“Does Qin Xiu really have a Reboot-class God Spirit gene? Which Reboot-class God Spirit gene does he 

have?” Han Sen was completely shocked.  

 

He only knew two Reboot God Spirits. One of them was Bao’er’s father. The other was the God Hall 

Leader, God, who was currently in front of him. 

If Qin Xiu had a Reboot-class God Spirit gene, there was a 90% chance that the one Qin Xiu had was not 

the one currently in front of him. That seemed to leave out one of the options, which meant there was 

only one possibility remaining. 



This manner of guessing seemed to surprise Han Sen. If Qin Xiu had the previous God Hall Leader’s 

genes, what could that mean? Han Sen felt as if his brain was not working right. 

“Did Chaos not tell you about Qin Xiu?” God looked surprised. 

“She told me Qin Xiu was Human Alpha, who was also Wu Wei Dao Alpha,” Han Sen said. 

 

“That is correct, but Human Alpha himself is…” After saying that, God stopped speaking. He looked at 

Han Sen and said, “If Chaos did not tell you, then I should keep my mouth closed.” 

Numerous frown lines sprung up on Han Sen’s forehead. He was very frustrated and wanted to step on 

God’s face. 

“What are you doing here? This cannot just be a social call to check up on how I am doing.” Han Sen 

looked at God. He sounded very displeased. 

“We are friends. I would never be cruel to you.” God smiled and said, “I came looking for you because I 

want to know how Bao’er is doing. If Qin Xiu makes his final step and controls the geno tablet, that 

would be disastrous. We are going to need Bao’er.” 

 

 

“What does Qin Xiu actually want?” Han Sen didn’t get it. He did not actually know what Qin Xiu wanted. 

God sighed and said, “I am not a bug in his stomach, so I do not know what he is thinking. Judging from 

his current course of action, I would say he wants to reboot the universe.” 

“Reboot the universe? What does that have to do with him?” Han Sen did not understand. 

Last time, the previous God Hall Leader rebooted the universe by sacrificing himself. Fortunately, aside 

from stopping the rise of the God Chaos Party, nothing truly terrible happened. 

God said, “Ordinary universal reboots are a way to set the universe back to its origin point. It is similar to 

the geno tablet being rebooted. It will not really distort space, but Qin Xiu has the geno prototype 

armor. On top of that, he has reboot powers. He also has the geno tablet’s power. Maybe he can really 

reverse the universe’s space and have it go back to the moment Qin Xiu precisely wants.” 

Han Sen was shocked. He seemed to understand something, so he asked, “Does Qin Xiu want to reverse 

the universe and send everything back to the point when Wan’er died?” 

“Maybe. Qin Xiu’s relationship with Wan’er is very intimate,” God said. “He has real feelings for her. 

Aside from his feelings toward Wan’er, when Qin Xiu was Human Alpha, a massively bad thing 

happened. So, I am not sure how far back he wants to take the universe.” 

“If Qin Xiu successfully reverses times, what will happen?” Han Sen asked. 

 



God shook his head. “I do not know. No one has ever done this before. In theory, it should not be 

possible because time and space have a line. If it exists, there is always a trace. Things can never go back 

to how they used to be. Even if we have the Reboot-class God Spirit reboot power, it will only make the 

universe return to its origin. That is not really a reversal of time and space.” 

After pausing for a moment, God said, “If this is really successful, there are two possibilities. First, when 

time reboots, all the time and space markings will be erased. Whatever happens after that will never 

have existed before.” 

Han Sen was more interested in the second possibility. The first possibility seemed rather normal. Even 

he was able to guess that. 

“The second possibility is probably much worse,” God said. “That is because the reversal of time and 

space betrays the laws of karma. It is a basic law and something that cannot be allowed. The existences 

that betray this causal power become erased.” 

Han Sen did not understand. After thinking it over a few times, he suddenly developed a cold sweat. 

Upon seeing Han Sen’s face, God understood the man before now understood what was being said. He 

seriously said, “It is just as you thought. If the second situation happens, it will be the end of the world. 

Everything will be reduced to zero, and that will include you and me.” 

Han Sen looked at God and asked, “If you knew this, why did you not try and stop Qin Xiu?” 

“Do you think I did not want to? I am God. I am the master of the God Hall. But even what I do must 

abide by the rules. What Qin Xiu does is outside the rules. Do you understand what I am saying?” God 

looked bitter. 

“Is there no other way?” Han Sen frowned. 

God looked at Han Sen seriously as he said, “Yes. We must make the last step and go beyond the rules. If 

we beat Qin Xiu, he cannot reboot the universe.” 

“I do not want Bao’er to take on this much responsibility.” Han Sen shook his head. 

“I did not say we should use Bao’er. I was saying we should use you.” God’s words surprised Han Sen. 

“Did you not just say only Bao’er can fight Qin Xiu?” Han Sen looked at God with a confused expression. 

“In theory, that is correct. From a gene perspective, only Bao’er can fight Qin Xiu. There is no third 

creature that has great genes like that.” 

Han Sen knew God must have had more to say. He remained silent so he could keep going. 

God went on to say, “There is an exception to everything. Perhaps you can be one such accident.” 

Han Sen looked at God Hall Leader and asked, “What are the chances of that?” 

“Up until now, I have not seen such a chance.” God’s answer made frown lines form on Han Sen’s 

forehead. 



God smiled. He patted Han Sen on the shoulder and said, “If I can find a chance, it will not be an 

accident. So, just give it a try. Maybe you will be lucky enough to get the one out of a billion chance 

needed. Even if you fail, it will not matter to me. You are the one who will be dead. Not me.” 

Han Sen was speechless. He felt as if God had only just gone there to make him angry. 

“OK, I should go.” God turned around and readied himself to leave. 

“Are you just going to sit there and wait for a result?” Han Sen did not believe God was going to sit back 

and do nothing, putting the fate of everything in the hands of others. 

“Me? I am going to try my luck. Maybe I will end up the lucky one.” God did not look back. He smiled. 

His body then vanished. 

Han Sen was shocked. God had said it so relaxed, but Han Sen had a bad feeling about this. 

Chapter 3379 Nothing 

As he watched God leave, Han Sen looked surprised. He shook his head. “It is pointless to think about 

these things too much. I just need to be myself more.”  

 

Han Sen kept looking around for Break World beasts. He wanted his Break World tally to reach a 

hundred to see if his Super God Spirit mode might exhibit positive changes. 

After killing a few Break World beasts, Han Sen thought his Break World gene tally would hit a hundred. 

The results made him wonder. 

When his Break World gene number reached 99, he consumed two more Break World genes. They did 

not, however, increase his Break World gene tally. 

“Is it because the Break World rate of these Break World genes is not high enough? Does the final Break 

World gene just require more juice?” Han Sen did not know, so he had to continues his search for Break 

World beasts. 

He swallowed a few more Break World genes, but the results were the same every time. He did not get 

any more Break World genes. 

 

Han Sen had been thinking about whether or not he should give up hunting Break World beasts. When 

he killed the next Break World beast, he heard a familiar sound after he swallowed the Break World 

gene 

“Break World gene plus one.” 

Han Sen was happy. Before he had any other ideas, he heard another sound. 

“Evolution requirement reached. Super God Spirit mode is evolving.” 

 



 

In the next second, Han Sen’s Super God Spirit mode started. He turned into a spirit body. This time, his 

Super God Spirit body was different. Aside from his Super God Spirit body, the four geno arts started 

running. 

Han Sen felt the power of the four geno arts start changing. The Break World rate was increasing, and 

his body was changing. 

These effects were affecting his Super God Spirit body. 

In the past, the Super God Spirit body did its own thing. It would not combine with other powers. It 

would not be affected by other powers. 

This time, the Super God Spirit body felt as if it was infected. The spirit body’s mode exhibited tangible 

changes. 

Blood-Pulse Sutra was there, and it made the blood of the Super God Spirit body solid. It was no longer 

just an empty spirit body. 

Wherever Jadeskin’s power reached, it made ice jade-like skin appear. 

Wherever the Dongxuan Sutra reached, every inch of the soul-like body seemed to change. The Story of 

Genes’ power made the spirit body become closer to being a body. 

 

Han Sen felt his body become incredibly itchy. It was like a wound that had scabbed over with the 

production of new flesh. It did not hurt, but it felt rather awful. It made him really want to scratch 

himself all over. 

Han Sen knew he could not scratch things right now. If he tried to do anything, he would only end up 

interfering with the evolution process of his body. He had to resist the urges he had. 

His entire body felt as if countless bugs were crawling all over. His body was growing flesh. Even his 

bones were visible. 

If someone saw Han Sen’s face right now, they would have been given a shock. Han Sen was half-human 

and half-spirit. He looked extremely weird. He looked like a demon from hell. 

Time went by. The Super God Spirit body’s spirit body returned to the shape of an ordinary human. It 

looked quite normal. 

Han Sen still knew that he was in Super God Spirit mode. He never left that mode. 

Compared to before, Han Sen felt freer than ever. When he used his Super God Spirit body, it led to 

many burdens blistering his body. Now, those feelings were gone. It was like this was always how his 

body was supposed to be. 

When his body finished evolving, Han Sen’s body felt relaxed. He felt as if something was different with 

his body even though there were no differences. 



He looked at his information. 

Han Sen: Super god body (none) 

Lifespan: 3,246 years 

Han Sen was frozen. Humans from the sanctuaries all had Super God bodies, but his Super God body 

was a Super God Spirit body. Right after he evolved, his Super God body had become nothing. 

Han Sen tried using his powers, but he noticed his body was unable to use his Super God body anymore. 

“Gosh, this is all just so strange. I mean, how is this possible? Why is my body totally out of whack now? 

It’s starting to make me think that the further I take my body, and the more I evolve, the further back I 

go. Have I just gone so far past the limit that I’ve looped to start over again?” Han Sen was confused. 

Han Sen tried casting his geno arts, but his face looked terrible. 

He felt as if his body had become a real, average body. He was so slow that he could not feel his body 

moving. 

“What is going on?” Han Sen was shocked. He cast a few more geno arts, but it was exactly the same. No 

matter what geno art he used, his body had no feeling. It felt as if his body was just a stone that did not 

work. 

Han Sen walked back to Space Garden. His body did not move fast. He was like a normal person. He was 

not faster than any average person. 

When he ran, he did not feel tired. He ran all the way back to base without blushing. He was not winded, 

and he did not gasp. All in all, he did not feel tired. 

“Mister White, help me have a look at what happened to my body.” Han Sen sought out Mister White. 

Mister White looked at Han Sen and weirdly said, “Judging from the state of your body, I would say you 

are fine. What is wrong with you?” 

“I cannot feel my powers anymore.” Han Sen told Mister White about what had happened. 

Mister White had Han Sen lie down. He inspected Han Sen’s body and told him that his body was fine. 

There was no problem with it. 

“If there aren’t any problems, then why can I not feel my powers?” Han Sen was very depressed. 

He was like a wizard that did not have an element. He could not use his super powers. It felt terrible. 

Mister White thought about it for a moment and told Han Sen, “Let me think about this some more. Let 

me think about this before I give you an answer. You go to Han Yufei and let her do a complete body 

check for you.” 

Han Sen had no other options, so he did just that. He went to see Han Yufei. Han Yufei listened to Han 

Sen’s entire tale, including Mister White’s hypothesis. It made her eyes turn bright. She dragged Han Sen 

to the laboratory. 



Han Sen’s heart jumped. He felt bad. He looked at Han Yufei’s face. It looked as if he was now about to 

go through all sorts of weird torture. 

“I do not want a check-up.” Han Sen turned around with the desire of leaving. 

“Do not be afraid. I will be nice to you.” Han Yufei put on the white lab gloves. She smiled at Han Sen 

and dragged him into the lab. 

Normally, Han Sen could have easily teleported away without Han Yufei being able to catch him. On this 

day, he could not feel his powers. He was like an average person. He could not escape. He was 

immediately dragged into the lab by Han Yufei. 

Chapter 3380 Weird Body 

“Weird.” Han Yufei examined Han Sen in various ways. After a while, her eyes seemed brighter. She was 

holding a laptop, continuously reading the statistics that appeared on the screen.  

 

Han Sen emerged from the test chamber and asked Han Yufei, “Do you mind telling me what you found 

that is so weird?” 

Han Yufei’s discovery was not as scary or concerning as Han Sen thought. She had only been doing 

ordinary tests. Mostly, she had just taken samples from his body and blood. 

Han Yufei looked at the test results and said, “Your body is fine. There does not seem to be any issues.” 

“If it is fine, why am I no longer able to feel my powers?” Han Sen asked with a frown. 

Han Yufei raised her head. She looked at Han Sen’s body with interest. “That is the problem. Everything 

about your body is normal. It is too normal. Therein lies the problem.” 

 

“Can you try saying something I might understand?” Han Sen had a wry smile. 

“How about this? Your body is like a human from the geno universe who has only just arrived here. The 

fitness level and data are all at a very basic, average standard. According to this standard, you are at the 

lowest tier a creature of the universe can be. Any creature that practices will be stronger than you.” 

After that, Han Yufei put her hand on Han Sen’s head and squeezed his cheeks. As she did this, she said, 

“I have performed a few simple pressure tests on your body. The results of the pressure tests tell me 

your body is normal too. There were no changes. All of the tests indicate no change. If I did not double 

check the machine and realize there weren’t any problems, I would think the machine was broken, and 

all the data and test results were nonsense.” 

“Take a look at yourself, Doc. You are some freaky scientist surrounded by test tubes and laptops 

displaying non-sensical data all day. While I feel thrilled, perhaps almost privileged, you think so highly 

of my intelligence that I can keep up with the gibberish you consistently spout like a cliche, I have to 

confess and admit that I do not have a clue about what you are saying. So how about slowing it down a 

bit and explaining things a bit better? What does all this mean?” Han Sen did not understand this. 



 

 

Han Yufei touched Han Sen’s chest muscles. With eyes that looked like they were on fire, she said, 

“Well, the average temperature of a human is around 98.6. According to the environmental 

temperatures, your body adjusts. Everyone can adjust, but there is a limit to how far one’s body can 

adjust. If your temperature swings too far, your body could end up shutting down. You’ll be in a very bad 

state. You, however, maintain your temperature. No matter how bad the conditions are, your state 

remains. That is very shocking.” 

“We need to conduct some stronger pressure tests to confirm how far your level is,” Han Yufei said. 

“After that, we can make judgments.” 

Han Sen’s eyes looked bright. “Are you saying my body is not affected by environmental factors? Does 

that mean no power can harm me?” 

Han Yufei shook her head. “According to my theory, yes. Judging from the data collected via my tests, it 

is not like the theory suggests. Sometimes, your body is very stable. At other times, it is too normal. 

With your test results, if a Break World beast tries to chop you up, your body should not be harmed. But 

when I use a needle to pierce through your skin and your private part, that goes right against the 

theory.” 

“Is it just my body in a state of adjustment?” Han Sen asked. 

Han Yufei replied, “That is possible, but I cannot be entirely certain. The maximum and minimum yield 

too much of a difference. Usually, there should not be a big gap.” 

After that, Han Yufei pulled Han Sen into another lab. She walked and said, “I need more data to be 

more accurate with this stuff. Let’s just continue our tests.” 

Han Sen wanted to reject her, but Han Yufei did not care. She dragged him into the lab. 

 

Han Sen was thrust into a test chamber. He saw many mechanical arms come toward his body. They 

were all clutching all sorts of tools and needles. 

“Han Yufei, are you going to cut me open for your research?” Seeing so many machines, Han Sen’s head 

felt an itch. 

“Do not worry. Living test subjects are always better than dead test subjects,” Han Yufei coldly said. She 

then operated the machines and had them come even closer to Han Sen’s body. 

Han Sen felt a needle prod into his skin. He felt as if there was even more than one. The pain was not 

severe, but it still made him feel rather depressed. 

Suddenly, Han Sen had a flare of goosebumps develop. His body started to tighten. He suddenly 

exploded with a strange sort of power that blasted all the machinery and mechanical gizmos away. The 

entire test chamber exploded. All the fluids and pieces of stuff pinged away everywhere. 



“Han Yufei, are you trying to do a test or trick me?” Han Sen stared at Han Yufei. He felt a needle go into 

the important part of a male body. His body reacted, and that had the power explode to destroy 

everything. 

Han Yufei put down the umbrella she had used to shield herself from the mess. She pointed to all the 

bits and pieces on the floor as she said, “If I did not give you some excitement, how was I supposed to 

tell whether or not your body had a problem? Now that you are fine, we can prove your power is still 

inside you. You just have a problem feeling it is there.” 

Han Sen was shocked. He looked at the machine pieces, bent needles, and drills. He then looked at his 

body. 

Earlier, he was only just complaining. He did not think much. His body should not have been able to 

unleash that much power on a whim. Whatever happened earlier resulted in the release of some power 

that was beyond what his body should have been able to do. 

He wanted to feel it again, but he could not feel the power anymore. 

“Weird. What is wrong with my body? Am I only allowed to have this power when I feel something 

exciting? This is so weird. It is like some legendary sort of body type.” Han Sen glumly looked at his body. 

“It is simple enough to know the answers,” Han Yufei said. “We must continue testing!” 

“Cough, cough. Maybe next time. For now, I am busy. I will come back later.” Upon imaging his private 

parts hurting, Han Sen immediately refused Han Yufei. No matter what she said to him, he did not want 

to do any more tests with her. So he put his clothes on and left. 

Although the pain had not been too bad for Han Sen, it did not feel great either. 

“If I just need excitement, I can just conduct my own tests. I do not need that devil.” Han Sen ran away 

from the lab because he was afraid of the mad scientist, Han Yufei. 

Seeing Han Sen escape, Han Yufei did not plan on pursuing him. She opened her palm and held a broken 

needle. 

The contents in the needle made Han Yufei’s lips develop a weird smile. 

After Han Sen left the lab, he went straight to Zero. He thought, “Wanting excitement is easy. I should 

just ask Zero to chop me a few times.” 

 


